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Packet switching communication networks employ routing
protocols to determina ths path traversed by each packet as
it passes through the network. Routing protocols which are
adaptive and can restructure th5 packet paths in response to
localized network congestion ace called "dynamic" routing
protocols. Dynamic routing protocols S2=k to optimize the
routing (provide the shortest path) for each packe- in the
network. Routing protocols which are unaffected by the
addition or deletion of any subset of nodes are called
"distributed" routing protocols. The relative performance
of two distributed, dynamic routing protocols is determined
using computer simalitions. Tia protocols are implemented
on fcur theoretical networks ind tested under a range of
network traffic loads.
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A. THE PACKET SWITCHING CONCEPT
The purpose of aiy communications network is to provide
paths for the transmission of iaformation. It is desirable
that the process rftiich coacrols the transmission and
reception of messages within tha network ba transparent to
the user. To achi27e this rssalt it is required that the
ccmmuhicaticn network impose a tolerable ialay in the relay
of messages betwesn the origiaacor and the destination.
Further, the network should require a ainimum number of
instructions from the originator to accomplish the task.
Ideally, the originator would be required to provide only
the destination of the message to rhs network. The
communications nstrfork shoali then be capable of
transmitting messages to their iestinatioas in as short a
time as possible.
For communicatiois netwDcks which serve many users and
have the requirement to exchange large amounts of data, the
concept of "packet switching" 'nay provide a method of
operation which will satisfy both the speed of service and
the transparency requirements of the user. In addition, an
increased robustness of the network can be realized without
11

creating redundant sicuitry if an appropriate routing
algorithm is smploysi witiin ths network.
The packet switching concept may be broadly described as
the coordinated moveient of soecified length data streams
within a communications network such that the data streams
always travel the Isast congested (ie. quickest) route
between the originator and the destination. Packet
switching envisions the breakdown of a message in-o fixed
length segments (packets) whictx are transmitted through the
network to the destiiation by the "shortest path" (called
the best path) whi::a is known to exist at the time the
packet is released into the network. The implementation of
the packet switching concept requires that each station
(node) in the network be capable of processing certain data
concerning the structure of the network. This is necessary
so that the corre::t routing 3a.i be assigned to each packet
as it is released by the node into the network. This
process can be implemented ia the computer software which
would control a node's participation in ths network. It is
important to recognize that the routing of different
messages is not independent of each other, since (for
example) sending ail traffic via one particular link will
12

introduce ccngestiDn (queasing) ielays that might be avoided
by distributing the traffic ovbt a varisty of available
links.
Packet switching techniquss can be used to transmit both
data and digitized voice signals. While th? transparency of
service to the data user is resolved through use of high bit
rate transmission systems and storage buffers at each aode,
the real time requirement for intelligible voice
communications may require the establishment of a dedicated
circuit for each conversation. It may also be possible -^o
establish a dedicated voice transmission oircuit each time
the transmitter is "keyei" ritier -chan maintain a circuit
for the duration of the conversation, or to always transmit
over the same route (called a "virtual oircui-") an i to
share the channel oapaoiry irith other messages during
in-ersxices in the conversation. In this way the amoun- of
time a particular set of links remains dedicated -o a single
transmission is minimized.
B. NETWORK PROTOCDLS
Central to the operation of any commanications network
is the set of instructions which directs the exchange of
network information between nodes. These instructions may
13

be implemented in hardware or software and are referrsd to
as Ne.tworlc Protocols. Ths inforination contained in messages
generated by these protocols is used by the communications
network to implemsnt the roatiag of user message traffic
within the network. Network Protocols ara commonly divided
inxc several hisrarchical levels according to zheir
particular function within the network. For instance, the
International Staadards Drgaaization adopted a "Reference
Model of Open System Intercoaaection" (ISD) which consists
of seven layers of protocol. The different, layers as
described by Tanenbaju [Ref. 1], are; physical layer, lata
link layer, network layer, traiisport. layer, session layer,
presentation layer aid application layer. Heritsch ,in
Reference [2], addresses three levels of proT:ocol which are
of concern in studyiig Distributed Routing Protocols. Five
of these layers are incorporated into the three protocol
levels discussed by Heritsch. The interrelation of these
levels ani layers is presented ic the following paragraphs.
Two layers, the session layer aii the appli::ation layer, are
not considered since they are not present in the the test
networks used in this stuiy.
1U

The lowest level of protocDL is called the Node-to-Node
protocol and consists of thosa instructiDns necessary to
ascertain and verify that a asable CDnmunications path
exists between any two adjacent nodes. This level is a
combination of the piysical laysr and the data link layer of
the ISO and serves to establish the physical exchange of
daxa between nodes. In addition the Nods to Node protocol
specifies the "haadsti ake" and "acknowledgement" processes
which are required whenever messages transit between two
neighboring nodes. (The ten "neighboring nodes" implies
that a direct two wiy communications path exists between
adjacent nodes. Su::h a path is referred to as a "link".)
If the computer soft«fare within the node is configured to
monitor the transmission and receipt of Node to Node
protocol messages, then the continuing function of verifying
that a usable link exists ~an be accDaplished without
another form of protocol message being entered into the
network.
The next level of protocol is the Network Management
Protocol which corresponds direotly to the network la'/er of
the ISO and exchanges all the information necessary for the
nodes to make decisions as to which route each message
15

originated fcy or relayed by the node shoald travel enroute
to its destination. rhers ara several different concepts of
Network Management protocol. Since if the amount of
Net.worJc Management traffic is large there is less residual
capacity in the network for the transmission of user
generated traffic, it is essential to establish an
understanding of the portion of to*al network capacity
required to iicplement a given iJetwork Maaagement Protocol.
This study is concerned ;*ith developing such an
understanding for t^ie Network !lanageraenr Protocol proposed
by Heritsch [Ref. 2].
The final level of protocol is the User Service
Protocol. This level is equivalent to the presentation
layer of the ISO, As the name implies, this level is
concerned with the interface between the user and the
communications network. Functions accomplished by this
protocol level may iiclude the automatic breakdown of user
messages into "packets", attaching accounting numbers to the
messages and releasing cc receiving messages into and from
the network. At this level, tradeoffs made between network
transparency and the required user interaction with the
network are most apparent.
15

C. DISTRIBUTED ROUTING PROTOCOLS
The singular feature whi^h distinguishes a packet
switching ccmmunicatio ns network from other communications
networks is the rspirkaging of user messages into smaller
fixed length "packets", each of which can be treated
separately by the network. \n. advantage of using fixed
length packets is that the network can seek to transmit
packets via routes waich currently have the fewest number of
packets flowing through them. Since ail packets are the
same length a simple count of the number of packets waiting
in queue for a specific link is a measure of the delivery
delay a packet traveling that route would experience. The
packet switching network attempts to minimize the delay time
by routing packets over links which have the fewest number
of packets active within then. It is desirable to use
Distributed Routing Protocols in packet switching networks
to decide which routes are shortest.
Distributed Routing Protocols are sets of instructions
utilized by the network to ieteraine on the basis of
information exchanged with its neighbors which path each
packet should take from ics originating node to its
destination node. Distribute! Routing Protocols may be
either synchronous or asynchronous in design.
17

Synchronous Distributed Routing Protocols cause all
nodes within tha network to change their routing
instructions simultai eously aid at periodic intervals.
Asynchronous Distributed Routing Protocols permit the nodes
to adopt new routing instructions independently whenever the
node finds a path tD the destiaation node which is shorter
than the path it had previously been using.
This study exaalies the Distributed Routing Protocol
proposed by Heritsoh, [Ref. 2], determining its performance
in both the synchronous and asyiohronous forms and comparing
its performance to the centralized routing protocol based
upon the Djikstra shortest distance algorithm [Ref. 3]. The
protocols are exaniied using a computer simulation which
uses several diffecent nstrforks and several levels of
network message loading to provide an indication of protocol
performance under a /ariecy of conditions.
18

II. A NAVAL APPLICATION
The concept of packet switching offers several
advantages to users who requirs high data rats transmission
capability and a robast commuQi:;ations network through which
large volumes of message traffic must pass. In particular
the requirements of the Navy Tactical Data System (NTDS)
might in the futars be met utilizing a packet switching
network.
NTDS is a computar based tactical information display
and decision system . NTDS information is exchanged between
units of the flsst via a radio frequency digital
communications network, (Ths tarm "fleet" is used hsre in
its broadest: sensa aid aay include such diverse units as
ships , all zypes of aircraft and troops ashore.) In its
presenz form, the NTDS utilizes a centralized communications
network with a aet control station (master node)
coordinating the exchange of information be-ween units of
the fleet. Participating flee:: units (nodes) which have
direct links with the originatiiig node (ie. are within radio
reception range) receive rhs transmitted message. Nodes
which are beyond the radio transmission range must rely on
retransmission of the information by a node which is
19

directly linked to a sending nods. Nodes which retransmit
messages may be thought of as sub level master nodes and
their loss may deprive Dutlyiag nodes of information and
direction.
In contrast, the packet sviitching concept offers a
distributed communications network to suppom the
information and coordination requirements cf a widely
dispersed fleet. 3y amploylng a Distributed Routing
Protocol, a packet switching latwork can achieve increased
network robustness by dacenrralizing rhs control of zhe
network and seeking to optimize the routing of each message
entered into the natifork. An t^TDS participant would antsr
information into tti2 conmunioation network addressed to
other NTD3 participants as required. Upon entry the
information would be refDumatted into "packets" and
transmitted along ths best path to the isstinatioa nodes.
Since all nodes ara constantly "updating" their status and
the status of their cor.nicting links to other nodes in the
network, the best path between any two nodes can be
autonomously and continuously istermined by each individual
node using the network's 9isrributed Routing Protocol. The
loss of nodes or degradation of links within the network
20

becomes known to all aodes ani bast paths can be reevaluated
such that the network can contiaue to pass messages as long
as possible. This feature of a packet switching network
derives not from the physical addition of links between
nodes but from considsring of all nodes and links within the
network as potential transiissiDn paths tD any other node in
the network.
An important rasalt of tha packet switching concepr is
its ability to automatically ralay messages to nodes which
are beyond the radio recaption range of the sending node.
Since the sending noda provides tha destination addresses at
the time of message transmission, the network can assume
responsibility for delivery of the message rather than the
conventional method of broi ioasting a message and
maintiaining the receiving nodes within direct. radio
reception range. This capability would allow widely
dispersed nodes to ei joy the information and coordination
advantages of the ^TDS without tha burden of additional
radio circuits. Adiitionally, the packet switching concept
is adaptable to a variety of Anti-Jai (AJ) and Low
Probability of Intercept (LPI) communications schemes which
are under study or development by the Department of Defense.
21

In particular, paclcat switching is ideally suited f^r use
with several spread spectrum ::oninuiiication schemes.
Conceptually, the most difficult problem to be overcome
in the deployment of packet switching networks afloat is the
mutual interference which two noies transmitting
simultaneously in tha same fr29iency band light cause at the
receiving node. This difficulty could be overcome using a
"carrier sense" or i "listen before transmit" approach in
the transmitter/receiver design and employing a signalling
scheme which permits the receivBr to "lock up" on the first
signal received to -he exclusion of all other signals.
Conceivably, units could operate ar slightly different
carrier freguencies and the rrceivers weald automatically
shift their intermediate frequency sections to "lock up" on
the sending unit's carrier. iiitaal interference effects can
also be ameliorate! by use of wide-band psuedo-noise
transmissions using an correlated keystreams.
It is with the possibility in mind, that the packet
switching concept couid improve the usability and
survivability of NTD5, that this study was undertaken. To
this end a set of generalized nerwork configurations were
developed so that several performance characteristics cf the
22

packet switching concspt coali be determinsd. The specifics
of the networks are Diitlined ia Chapter III.
23

III. PARAMETERS OP A PACKET SWITCHING NETWORK
A. QUANTIFYING PROTOCOL PERFORMANCE
Critical to ietermining tie relative performance of
different routing protocols operating within a packet
switching network, is the let ermination of an expression
(mathematical or oth2i:wis9) i^hich provides an unbiased and
meaningful basis for comparison. In this study the average
delay time in delivering a packet (Tj» ) is used as one
measurement of protocol perfomance. Another measure of
performance used is the utilization factor of the
network (p). A mathematical derivation of the
inter-relation of these terms, based upon queueing theory,
is presented in Appendix \.
The average time delay p=r packet, (Tp) has the
advantage of relating network congestion to network loading
in terms of delay time, ^hich is ultimately the most
meaningful statistic to t.he neti/Drk users. The utilization
factor provides a measure of the fraction of the capacity of
the network which is required to transmit user messages
(packets) or network management messages (updates) given a
specified network and traffic loading for the network. Both
of these measures are affected by several physical
2!|

parameters of the network. For instance the processing time
within a node for a packet adis delay* time to the packet
which is proportional only to the number of nod«?s traversed
by the message route, hence independent of the rou"^ing
protocol in use. On the other hand, if 2. packet must wait
in a queue for an update to b= transmitted on a link then
the incurred delay i s of int=rest because it represents
interference by natwork management traffic with the
transmission of user aessage traffic. \ discussion Df the
various network parameters and -heir impact on the
comparison measures, average ielay per packet and update
utilization factor, is presentei in the next section.
B. NETWORK CONFIGJHAr I0N3
In order to ensare that th9 performance measures "Tp "
and "p" obtained fcDm ttie sinulaticn of the network are
accurate, it is necessary tD determine which physical
characteristics of the network effect the measures of
protocol performance. By fixing these characteristics as
constants for all tiis networks mder consideration, it is
possible to obtain measures of performance which are
representative of th= protocol's performance in networks of
varying complexity and traffir loading renditions. The
25

network characteristics which ware deemed to be significant
and the values assigied to then are listed in Table I and




packet transmission -cime for any link 0.05 sac.
packet processing time in aay node 0.0001 sec.
update transmissLDn time for any node 0.02 sac.
update processing time in any node 0.00001 sec.
update cycle time 0.2 Sec.
update channel value calculation window 0.5 sec.
number of nodes in the network variable
number of links ia the network variable
average number of packets per user message variable
average number of user messages per sec. variable
simulation run time 30 sec.
The packet transmission time is related to the length of
the packet and the lata transmission capacity of the link
over which it is to travel. ?Dr this study only two types
of messages (updates and user lessages) are allowed to enter
the links. Oser messages are subdivided into packets which
are fixed in size to be 2.5 times longer than an update
26

message. In this way tha length of an update is made to be
small compared to tha length of rhe packet. This action
appears reasonable in view of the significantly smaller
information content in an update versus a packet. The
relative length of the the updates is also iaportant to the
performance of the distributsd routing algorithm when
computing channel values which are discussed in section C of
this chapter. The time of 3. D5 seconds selected for the
transmission time of a packet, is equivalent to a packet
length of 8 00 bits transmittad over a link with a capacity
of 16,000 bits per second. .Alternatively, it equates to a
120 bit packet transiitted o/er'a link with a capacity of
2,400 bits per second.
The time required to process a packet within a node was
arbitrarly chosen to be 0.0D01 second and -he processing
time for an update was set to be one tenth of the packet
processing time. This assignnent also appears reasonable
since in processing a packet each node must read the
complete address siction of eaci packet to determine onward
routing if required and prepara a new address section for
each packet which is retransmitted. On -he other hand, an
update message contains only a relativel/ small amount of
27

information which is a itha r discarded or stored and relayed
as required
-
The update cycle tine represents the frequency with
which the network establishes a new best path for routing
packets. &n asyncironously operating protocol does not
implement best paths simultaneously throughout the network
but rather each node implements a new best pa-h immediately
upon determining that a new best path exists. However, if a
distributed routing ilgorithm is implemented synchronously,
it is necessary for the apdate message to have reached all
the destinations before a new routing schsme is established
in The nstwork. Ai upia-e 'ycle consists of two equal
length time periods. During the first period nodes generate
the required update messages, which receive transmission
priority over packets. Duriig the s5::ond period nodes
receive and relay update messages as required. Nodes are
restricted from generating update messages during the second
half of the update ^ycle in order to allow the updates to
suffuse throughout tae netwoct. If the nodes were an
average of 16.4 kilomsters (13 miles) apart and a maximum of
5 relays were required for each update to reach the
destination node most distant from it, then the maximum time
29

required for an apdate to reach its dsstination can be
computed as




^ = 5 « + 5 * 0.00001 + 5 * 0.002
3 * 10**5 km / S2c
or
t = .02S sec.
which is well within the available 0.1 seconds. Nets that
this result implias that for applications whara 'he nodes
are close (in relation to signal travel time) than the
propogation time is insignificant: compared to tha *ijie
required to process ai update through a ?^Dde. By choosing
an update cycle time of 0.2 second the network
configurations usei in the siiulation coald be considered
representative of real world networks which have longer link
lengths and/or a greater number of relays required for tha
delivery of an update message.
It is the complexity of the network which has the most
potential for impactiag on tha performance of a Distributed
29

Routing Protocol, and it is tharefore important to consider
how tha topology of the nstwor!c interacts with the protocol.
The number of nodes in a network determines the number of
update messages which must be generated during each update
cycle, which translates into aa increasing requirement for
network capacity to pass updates as the number of aodes
increases. This results in Less network capacity available
for the transmission of user messages. The number of links
in a network is also important since it determines the
capacity of the network both for message and update traffic.
Traffic loading is another network parame-er which may
affect the performance of a Distributed Routing Protocol.
For a packet switching network the -raffic loading is
controlled by three factors, the number of user messages
entering the network per unit time and the length of the
messages and the distribution of the originator and
destination addresses of each uessage. Since messages are
decomposed into fixed length paokets, this last factor is
the same as the numbar of packets in a user message.
In a real world network sach of these parameters is
random and it is coamon in ^leueing theory to assign a
distribution to the frequenoy with which messages are
30

entered into the natworlc and the number of packets into
which a message is decomposed in terms of a probability
distribution. It is often issumed that generation of
messages into a netwotrk can be represented by an exponential
distribution and that the number of packets in a message can
be represented as a aaiform distribution. Two mean values
of packet distribution were usei in this scudy (5.5 and 10.5
packets per message) so that the effects, if any, of the
length of the me-^sages on the performance of the protocols
could be determined.
k final factor tri ich may if feet the performance of a
Distributed Routing Protocol is the simulation run time. If
the complete network is considered to be a system and the
first message into tlie system is viewed as an impulse input
into the system then it is ::lear that the system will
undergo some perioi of transition between the dormant
condition (ie. no iiputs) and its equilibrium operating
state. The length of this transition phase cao be
determined mathematically foe tie probabalistic case of a
communications network only with difficulty. However, by
observing the results of the network simulation after
several different sinulation run times it was determined
31

that a run time of 33 seconds allowed ths transition phase
to *be completed and provided a period of steady s-ate
operation long enough so that raeaningfal data could be
taken.
A total of four latworlcs wees generated for use in this
s-cudy- A diagram of each network is proviiad in Appendix B.
The number of nodes in each network varied between 5 and 20
and the number of liiks varied between 10 and UO. To reduce
distortion of the simulation results which could be caused
by different network topologies, a base aetwork of 5 nodes
and 10 links was adopted. By expanding the base network in
a consistent manner, valid comparisons between the
performance of a protocol and network complexity could be
drawn. More complex networks were create! by expanding the
link/node structure of the bass network. The chosen base
network is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and consists of five
nodes and ten links.
To provide a convenient method of referencing the
networks the notation "5/10" has been adopted to denote a 5
node and 10 link network. The 5/10 network was expanded in
to a 10/20 network by adding an additional 5 nodes and 10
links. Similarly, a 15/30 ani 20/UO network were derived.
32

Fig. 3.1- The 5/10 Network.
Not€ that each succ=3ding natwork contaias the precesding
network,
C. CHANNEL VALUES
As described ia =9CtiDn 3 Df this chapter, t,he channel
values ("link distances" in son? lit'=raturs) are computed
during the update window time and represent the current
demand for a particular link's services as a relay path.
The channel value also represents a prediction of the demand
on a particular link during ths upcoming update cycle. 3y
using these channel values it is possible to de+-eraine a
parh between any rwo nDdes rfhich will have the lowest
cumulative channel value (ie. the best path during the next
update cycle). It is the function of the distributed
33

routing protocol to generats, transmit and evaluate the
channel values and establish best paths within the network.
To accomplish this task the protocol generates update
messages which contala channel /alue inforiation. The exact
content, method of relay and method of evaluating the update
message is unique to sach protocol.
The method of q=aerating channel values for both the
Heritsch and Djikstra algorithms as implemented in rhis
study is identical, and a complete description can be found
in Heritsch [ Ref . 2]- In short, th= channel value
represents the average number of packets waiting in the
queue to be transmitted over the link during the preceding
0.5 second of simulation time.
34

IV. TWD DISTRIBUTED ROUTING PROrOCOLS
A. THE HERITSCH ALGORITHM
Heritsch propossi in Refsrance [2], a Distributed
Routing Protocol whi^h seeks to minimize the number of
update messages required tD be circulated througoat a
ne-cwork during a single update cycle. Upiaxe messages in
the Heritsch algorithm contain three items of information:
the node which just relayed the update, the node which
originated the update and ths cummulative channel value
from the node which just re^sLved the update to the node
which originated the update, through the node which relayed
the update. Thus each node receiving an apdate can compare
the cummulative chanisl value through the relaying node to
the cummulative channel value of the path over which it. is
currently passing packets to the ncde which originated the
lipdat.e. If the new channel value in the lost recent apdate
is less, a new best path to the node which originated the
update is adopted thcDugh the nod^ which relayed the update.
In any event, ths lode which just received the update now
generates an update nessage to all of its neighbor nodes
(less the node which relayed the update that started it
all), and informs all the neighboring nodes of the new
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cummulative channel value. rhase nodes in turn repeat the
process of evaluting the information contained in the
update, establishing new bast paths if the minimum
cummulative channel value chaagss.
If no new best path is adopted and the channel value
through the current best path has not changed, the node
discards the update withour rala/inq tii= information it.
contained. Since n^ies which are "upstrsam" from the node
which received the update do aot change their best paths
unless the best path "do wnstrr am" changes, there is no
reason to relay ths update further through the network.
Mote "Chat even if a new best path is not adopted but the
channel value changes over th= current best path, this
information must be relayed "upstream" since ±z may affect
the best path decisions of "upstream" nodes. What is
significam: is rhat the algorithm purg=3 update messages
from the network at the first opportunity and thus releases
channel capacity to tie network: for the relay of packets.
The disadvantage of the algorithm is that it does not
guarantee optimum routing for each packet released into the
network. It is possible for a packet to loop through
several nodes befoce being delivered to its final
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destination. This looping is the resalt of a packet
following a best patii which is changed more than once daring
the transit of the packet through the network.
The basic algorithm as stated above is substantially
identical to the routing proceiare "originally used in the
ARPANET. The major innovation proposed by Heritsch is that
the number of updata messages required in a given network
could be reduced if the network was subdivided into Qodal
colonies which are called groups and families* A group can
be defined as a collection of nodes and a family is a
collection of groups. By treating the groups and families
of nodes as "suprr nodes" it may be possible to
significantly reduce the number of updata messages required
to implsment the protDcol. Tiis reduction is accomplished
by restricting the propagation of the update message to the
basic group of the nDie which originates the update. Nodes
which are connected to other groups or families originate
updates which reflect the cummulative channel values from
that node into the neighboring family or group. The result
is that all nodes within a basic group ran determine the
best path to any other group or family and are not required
to determine best paths to all other nodes in the network.
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Thus a packet generated in one group would travel the best
path to the destination group and once it reachs the
destination group re::eive onwari routing to the destination
node.
The Heritsch algorithm nay be implemented either
synchronously or asynchronously in a packet switching
network. Since the algorithm allows each node to
autonomously determine new best paths it is possible to
implement new best paths wheasvsr an update is received
rather than adopting besx paths in synchronism with all the
other nodes in the astwock. The only constraints to the
algorithm are that update message generation be restrained
to a fixed time interval so that update messages are able to
reach their "final" destinations before a new update
generation cycle starts.
A comparison of -he algorithm's performance when
implemented both synchronously and asynchronously in
identical networks was aocoraplished as part of This study.
No significant differenoe ifa= found to exist in the
performance of the protocol under the two implementaions
.
From the viewpoint of network rooustness, it is
desirable to implsnent the algorithm asynchronously.
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However, for purposes of comparison with the Djikstra
algorithm, (which can only be impiementad synchronously)
,
the Heritsch algorithn was restricted to the its synchronous
implementation,
B. THE DJIKSTRA ALGORITHM
The algorithm prDposed by E. Djikstra in Reference [3]
is used in the carcant ARPANET routing protocol, which
requires that each lods within the network receive the
channel value for sach link in the network before a new best
path is determined. Tha pcDtocol causes each node to
generate an update which contains the channel value froi the
originating node cd each Df the originating node's
neighbors. The dana is forwarded to each node in the
network and each node enters the received channel values
into a matrix which is manipulated in such a way that a best
path is produced fron each node to each other node in the
network. The Djikstra algorithm may also be adapted to
utilize the group and family scheme proposed by Heritsch.
An examination of the Djikstra algorithm's performance using
a group and/or family configured network was not conducted
as a part of this study.
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The significant differences between the two protocols
are the namfcer of upiate messagas required to implement each
protocol and the "quality" of the best path which is
determined by each algorithm. The Djikstra algorithm
provides an optimua quasi-static bes- path for each packet
released into the natwork. That is to say, each node in
turn routes the message to thr next relay node along the
best path in accordance with ths Djikstra algorithm which is
guaranteed to producs a minimum distance rDute. Similarly,
in the Heritsch algorithm each packet is addressed tD the
next node along its estimated best path, but there is no
guarantee that this asitmated path is indeed the optimum
pa-h. With regard ro the number of updats messages required
by each algorithm, at first qlaice iz would appear that the
Djikstra ne-work requires an Inordinate amount of network
capacity to pass updates -hroagti the network. The situation
is not this bad howevar, sinca update messages which would
travel along the sama best path to their destination can be
combined to reduca the total number of update messages
required.
The matrix aai i pulat ioa required by the Djikstra
algorithm to determina the best paths is accomplished in the
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following manner. If the 5/7 artwork illastratsd in Figure
U, 1 is considered is an axampla then the channel values
between adjoining nodes may be represented by the symbols 7>
or <5, where the arrowhead indicates the direction of the
channel value and the number iniicates sone relative measure
of the channel values as they might appear at. -he start of
any update cycle.
Fig. 4.1. k 5/7 Network
From this network the matrix in Figure 4.2 is constructed.
Note that nodes whi:;i have no iirect link between them are
initially represented at the start of every cycle as having
an infinite channel value between them,
Beginning with node A, observe that a direct link exists





A 4 2 1
B 1 - 6 oO 3
C oO 3 - oO 5
D 2 oo oo - 3
E 5 2 1 4 -
Figure 4.2. Initial Channel yaliie Matrix For The Djikstra
Algoritha .
is U (the notation A/B/i* will be used as a convenient
description of the path aad its channel valae) . Next rvery
other path in the network from node A to node 3 is
considered in turn to dsterains if a cunmulative channel
value lass than 4 caa be found. First the A/C/oo ••• C/B/3
path is considered which rapcssants a path from node A
through node C to nois B. Clsirly the r=3ult of -his path,
A/C/B/oo , is greater than -ha A/3/U path and so a new best
path through node c is rejecrsd. Next tha A/D/2 + D/B/«>o =
A/D/B/oo path is considerad and also rejected as a new best
pa-h. Finally, tie path A/'S/I + 2/3/2 = A/E/B/3 is
considered and adoptad as tha tantative naw best path from
node A to node B since the rasultant cuimulative channel
value of 3 is less taan t.h e oravicus value of 4.
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similarly the channel valuss from noia B to each other
node are considered and tentative best paths established.
When all paths betwean nodes of the network are evaluated
and tentative best paths established (ie. the matrix is run
through completely one time) ti9 entire process is repeated
until a run through the matirix is complsted with no new
tentative bast path adopted. When this occurs the best
paths within the matrix ire aiopted simultaneously by all
nodes of the network for ths iuration of the next update













Fig. U.3. The Complatad Best Path Matrix
The final result of the aatrix manipulation for the




V- SIMGTLATION OP THE PROTOCDLS
A. PROGRAMMING SCaSMS
The simulation programs assi in the stady were written
in the SIMSCHIPT II. 5 prDgraaming language [Ref. U], This
language provides ai excsllsnt vehicle for simulation work
in which aany eveats may occar alaost siaaltaneousiy . In
addition, the ability to control -che flow of the simulation
by utilizing a language gsneratsi simulation clock, provides
the user with a means of obtainiag data from the simulation
at various times without regard for the events being
processed.
Three simulation programs were devsloped from the
program presented by Heritsch i:i Reference [2]. The three
programs are listed at the ead of this study and represent
an asynchronous imp lamentation of the Heritsch algorithm, a
synchronous implemsnta tion of ihe Heritsch algorithm and a
synchronous implemsnta tioQ of tis Djikstra algorithm. The
program lisitng for the synchronous implamentation of the
Heritsch algorithm Ls providad in Appendix C. Each
simulation is constructed in modules which correspond to th=
different functions which th= network and the routing
protocol must perform. For example, each simulation
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contains individual subroutinss for the generation of
updates, arrival Df packets within a node and the
computation of channel values. A listing of all the arrays
used within the programs is provided in Appendix D to assist
in tracing the functional composition of the programs. The
parameters of the nat*ork under consideration are externally
input into the simalation as a iata set which is read by the
source code during the execution of th^ simulation. A
sample of an input data set is Listed in Appendix E.
The results of the simulations can be output in several
formats. The most extensive output available is a complete
listing of every eveit occuring during the simulation. It
is possible to limit the output to only r.he desired data by
specifying the desired results in the "Special Output"
subroutine of each program. The simulation programs also
feature the ability to make aiy number of simulation runs
with various input parametirs during a single job
submission. In addition, the results of the simulation can
be diverted to either mass storage peripheral devices or the
normal printer output or both. A sample of the output
format used for this study is provided in Appendix E.
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The implementatiDQ of tha packet switching networlc is
identical in all the simulation programs. Each link within
the network is "configured" to have two input queues (a
packet queue and an update queue). No queues are
constructed for the input sias of each node. Nodes are
required to give priority to tha transmission of updates
over packets as would be requicad in a raal world network.
Update messages are ganerated only during the first half of
the update cycle. The pre^isa time at which each node
generates its update massaga is uniformly distributed
throughout the first half of the updata cycle. User
messages are generatad into tha network at time intervals
which are exponentially distribited. Tha originating node
and destination noia of tha massage and the number of
packets in the massage are determined using uniformly
distributed random variables. The destincit.ion nods of a
user message can be constrained to be outside -he
originating node's group and/or family in order to ansure
that a specified percentage of the user massages are
destined for other groups and/or families.
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B. ARTIFICIALITIES DF THE SiaaLATION PROGRAM
Several artificialities ware introduced into the
simulation programs in crier to reduce computer run time and
program complexity. The most significant of these is the
assumption that each aode has i processor dedicated to each
link entering the no3e. This implies that the nods can
simultaneously receive and process inputs on all of its
links. While the capability of parallel processing is
desirable in a packst switching network, it is not a
requirement and may be replaced by employing a
"listen-bef ore-transiii t" and "-5ceiver-lock-up" node design,
in which each node can communicate with only one other node
at a time. In either case the maximum throughput of any
node is considered tD be determined by the output capacity
of the node and not its input capacity. Thus the absence of
input queues in the simulation is considered reasonable.
The simulation also does not consider the network
capacity which is required to implement the Node to Node
Protocol, which is vital to the operation of a packet
^witching network. The capacity required to carry the Node
to Node protocol nessages is relatively insignificant
compared to that required for update and packet
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transmissions. Sin^a this staiy is concsrned only with the
performance of the routing pcotocol, the network capacity
required by the Node to Node Protocol is disregarded.
C. LIMITATIONS OF THE SIMULATION PROGRAM
The detailed results of the simulations depend
substantially on the "seed" numbers which are used ^.o
initialize the randoi number streams generated internal to
the SIMSCRIPT language. Since the random number streams are
used to determine the origination node, destination node,
time of message origination aai the number of packets in a
message, the simulition will provide SDmewhat different
results for the same input parameters if different "seed"
numbers are used. The variability of a particular result
from the average result compute! from several different runs
of the simulation using the same inputs but different
"seeds", was empirically deternined to be on the order of 5
percent of the average result. Thus, although the graphical
results of the simalaricns (!\ppendix F) appear to be
discontinuous in nature as the input parameters are changed,
it is expected that these perturbations are due to the
"randomness" of the simulation. If a sufficient number of
simulation runs were made for each data point, the average
%S

of these points wouli be expected to result in a "smoother"
curve.
D. GENERATION OF DAI A
A total of twelve different simulation runs were
required to produce the results presented in this study.
The physical parameters of the networks and the network
loadings were selected tD represent the most critical and
interesting aspects of the intsraction between the network
and the routing protocol in use. The Heritsch algorithm was
synchronously implemented on four networks (5/10, 10/20,
15/30 and 20/40) and asynchronD usly on two networks (10/20
and 15/30). The algorithi was also synchronously
implemented on the 10/20 and 15/30 networks, with the
networks divided int^ 2 groups of 5 nodes and 3 groups of 5
nodes respectively, to investigate the capacity required to
implement the algorithm in a multiple group/family network.
Lastly, the Djikstra algorithm was implemented on the 5/10,
10/20, 15/3 C and 20/'40 networks.
The graphs of the data contained in Appendix H were
derived from the data obtained from these twelve simulation
runs and are presented in two forms. The first group of
twelve graphs illustrates f^r each network and each
!+9

algorithm, the average delivsry delay per packet versus the
loading of the network. The sscond group of twelve graphs
shows the packet and update itilization factors versus the
network loading for sach algorithm and each network. The
interpretation of the iata pcssented in the graphs is
provided in Chapter 71.
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VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A. RESULTS
1. Coin prison of Av§£^3§ Qsliverx Dela^
The average dslivary ieLay for a packet (T p ) , was
computed using Equation (A-12| from Appendix A. This
equation uses the msasursd utilization factors for updates
and packets (Pi^ and pp ) and i specifisi network loading
(g) to compute Tp . Although the equation does not
provide an absoiuts maasure of the protocol's performance it
is useful in comparing the calative performance of the
Djikstra algorith3i zo the Heritsch algorithm.
Theoretically, Tp should increase dramatically as the
network loading begins to approach the network capacity.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the gsiaral fon of the expected
Tp versus g results. This axpscted result reflects the
obvious conclusion that the delivery delay experienced by a
packet must increase without bound when more packets are
entering the network per second, on the average, -han can be
delivered by the network in a second.
From the simalation resjlcs contairied in Appendix F,
it is concluded that a packet switching network employing
the Djikstra algorittxm has less average delay per packet
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than an identical nstwork anisr identical loading which
employs the Herits3h algorithm. Further, a network which
employs the Djikstra algorithm is capable of accepting a
wider range of netwoct leading ronditions before the average
delivery delay per packet increases dramatically.
Delay
Network loading p = 1 .0
Fig. 6.1. Expected Average Delay Per Packet
The simulatioi resul-i:3 contained in the first twelve
graphs of Appendix F present two measures of the average
delay per packet. Dne curve dp. each graph represents the
results of Equation (A-12) aad the other represents the
average actual delay per packst which was computed using






= the average delay per packet (measured)
= the sum time required to transit, the
aetwork. of all oackets which reach
their fiaal lestinatiDc
= the tot^l nurabsr of pa(?ket= griginated
durz-ng ths simulation which reach
their final destination.
Equation (6-1) provides a much different result for
the average delay per packet than does Equation (A-12), and
both of these methods of predicting the protocol performance
are subject to considerable inaccuracy as discussed in the
following paragraphs.
As noted in Appendix A, Equation (A-12) was derived
from queueing theory results which apply co networks wit.h a
fixed routing and an exponential service time distribution.
Since the networks under study iave a dynamic routing scheme
and a fixed service time, the direct -ransfer of
mathematical analysis from one applic?-tion t.c the other has
questionable validity. Adding to this uncertainty is the
priority handling of update aessages and their shorter
service time, whici was factored into the derivation
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presented in appendix A. Finally, some error in the results
of the equation is expected 1\ib to the msthod of measuring
the utilization factocs. Sin-e it was desirable to avoid
including the transient effects of initial network start-up,
the measurement of tie utilizatiDn factor for each link was
limited to the last half of th= simulatioc. To accomplish
this restriction, it was aacessary tD structure the
simulation program so that aay link which was busy at the
instant of "half time" was identified and the fixed value of
0.05 seconds (packet transmission time) was added to the
busy time of the link for the first half Dl the simulation.
This busy time was then subt.ra3t9d from the -otal rime the
link was busy througiDut the sinalation. The end result was
a measured utilizacion factor for any ons link which could
be on the order Df 3.003 peccant smaller than the actual
value. Despite these probable inaccuracies, the results of
Equation (A-12) agrae with ths intuitivs notion that the
average delay per packet should exhibit a dramatic increase
as the network loading approaches the network capacity.
In a network with fixei routing the "break point"
for the rise in delay time caa occur at moderate network
loads if a critical subset of links is saturated ( p = 1.0)
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and a portion of ths nodes ars affectively "cut-off" from
the network. The ntional fDc employing a dynamic routing
scheme is that saturated links are bypassed (wherever
possible) until their utilization factors return to a more
normal level. The affect is to postpone the dramatic rise
in network delay until greater network loading conditions
are experienced by fie network. Thus a whole cutset of the
network (vice only a few links) must have a utilization
factor nearly equal to unity before the characteristic delay
curve exhibits its predicted rise.
The actual asasurement of the average delay per
packet was accomplished by aCwiiamulating the transit tima of
all messages which reached their destination and diviiiag by
the number of messages whi^h reached their destination.
This measure does not include a method of determining the
delay near the "break point", since near that point the
number of messages which are delivered in a finite -ime
period becomes relatively constant regardlsss of the network
loading. Thus the result froii this method of computing
delay does not exhibit the strong non-linearity of Equation
(A-12) in regions n?ar utilization factors equal to unity.
Most packet are not delivered uider these circumstances, but
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accumulate in the qusiies instsai. If a correct exprassion
of the average delay per packet is to be measured, it must
account for the future delay which queued messages will
incur as they ultimately work tieir way out of the network.
The formulation of aa expression which accurately describes
the shape o f t he dela/ curve ia its entirety (including the
"break point") provei an elusive goal. However, it can be
intuitively argued that the performance of the protocol in
regions near p = 1.0 n ust be surh that the average delay per
packet is increasing very dramatically as the network
loading approaches zLosa to tie network capacity. This
intuitive argument was verified by runniag the simulation
for a duration of greater "iian 180 seconds at network
loadings which produced average network utilization factors
in excess of 0,996 percent. Jader these conditions it was
found that the average delay per packet did exhibit the
expected dramatic increase. (Note that this delay was
evident only after relatively long simulation run times.)
In summary, the taeor=tical delay carve predicted by
Equation (A-12) does not accurately predict the performance
of the Distributed Routing Protocol due to the adaptive
nature of the protocol and the finite duration of the
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measurement perioi. Further, a successful mathematical
model for predicting the msasured performance of the
protocols was not found.
Lastly, the average i&livery delay which resulting
when the Heritsch algorithm was implemented in a test
network which had the nodas divided into groups was
investigated. Although the average delay per packet was
significantly decreased using the groap/family routing
feature of the Heritsch algorithm, for the small networks
studied here it was not as Idw as the average delay per
packet experienced in a single group network of the same
size which employed the Djikszri algorithm. It is believed
that more significant and favorable results will be achieved
if larger networks are used in comparing the performance of
the Heritsch algorithm in single group versus multiple
group/family networks.
2- UEdatin£ Rsanirsments Versus Network Comolexitv
The inherent disadvantage in asing Distributed
Routing Protocols is the requirement to utilize a portion of
the network's capacity to support the updating requirements
of T.he protocol. Natirally, the protocol rfhich provides the
most optimum routing and requires the least network capacity
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to operate is the most desirable. The amount of network
capacity required by the pcDtDcol is determined by the
frequency at which update messages are generated and the
number of nodes by wtiich sach update must be received.
It was determined, during the course of this study
that the network capa::ity required by each of the protocols
under consideration is a nearly constan* value for a given
network and did not depend, tD any great extent, on the
traffic loading of the network. Table II contains the
average update utilization factor for the Seritsch algorithm
(for single and multiple group nstworks) and the Djikstra
algorithm (for singla group networks only). No data was
obtained for the 3eritsch netwDrk implemented on a 5/10 or
20/40 multiple group network.
TABLE II
Update Utilization Factors













The numbers la parenthssis in Table II indicate the
number of groups intD whirh the network under consideration
was divided and the values shown are derived from a
simulation using a ii=ian of 5,5 packets per message (values
obtained for a mean of ID. 5 packets per message are
identical) , The data in Table II indicates that it is very-
desirable to divide a netwDck into groups and families
whenever the Heritsch algoritha is employed since the same
order of routing optl n ization i= achieved with a significant
reduction in the network capi^ity required to support the
protocol.
A significant result is that for small networks -he
Djikstra algorithm rejuirss less network capactiy than does
the Heritsch algorithm regardless of hDw the network is
structured for the Heritsch algorithm. While this result
may appear startliag given that the Heritsch algorithm
purges updates froi tie network which are aot required to be
retransmitted, it must be rensabered that the Heritsch
algorithm also requires all "upstream" nodes to be notified
whenever a new best path is adopted or a channel value is
changed. This reqjirement caises the generation of many
additional update messages the aggregate of which is
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potentially larger than the tDtil number of update messages
per cycle generated by ths Djifestra algorithm. Despite the
lesser channel capa:;ity requirsd to implement the Djilcstra
algorithm it must be cemembersd that the algorithm can only
be implemented sya^hroQOUsly which may preclude its
consideration in soma appli::ations Also for large SQOugh
networks, the Djikstra algoritam will rsguire more channel
utilization than would the Heritsch algorithm for a network
which is partitioned into an appropriate hairarchy of groups
and families.
3. Synchronous 7e^su3 Asinchronous iJ^dating Performance
When the utilization versus network loading carves
for the asynchronous implementation of the Heritsch
algorithm are compaired with tae curves obtained for t.he
synchronous implementation of the algorithm, it is found
tha- there is very little difference in the shape and
corresponding numerical values of the respective 10/20 and
15/30 curves. While only the results for these two networks
are presented here, they are typical of results obtained
when a variety of different network topologies were tested
under different network Loadings using the two
implementations of the Heritsch algorithtn. The conclusion

drawn from these resalts is that for a given networlc and
specified updating cycle tiae there is no significant
advantage in implementing the Heritsch algorithm
synchronously as opposed to asynchronously (or vice versa).
This conclusion has considerable impact on the physical
design of a packet switchiag network, since it is not
required to precisel/ synchronize the adoption of new best
paths throughout th= network in order tD obtain the full
benefits of the Heritsch algorithm. This translates to a
reduced complexity in the design of the packet network
terminal equipment.
U. Effects Of User Massa3_e Lengths
One of the iiitial oojectives of this study was to
determine how the iistributi^n of the lengths of user
messages impacts the performinre of a Distributed Routing
Protocol. Since the simulatioi programs are constructed to
operate on a predetermined packet length, the length of a
user message is related tD the number of packets which make
up the message. In the simulations, the number cf packets
in each message is based upon a uniformly distributed random
variable with the maximum and minimum values of the variable
specified at the beginning of the simulation. The mean
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value of the resuLtiag distribution is usai to control the
interval between the generation of user messages. In this
way the average number of packets per second entering the
network is maintained as a constant for each run of the
simulation, and the mean number of packets that are
contained in each lessage can be increased arbitrarily.
The results of this investigation are plotted on
each of the graphs presenred In Appendix F. The graphs
contain the results found when the mean number of packets in
a message was 5.5 and 10.5, corresponding *! o maximum message
lengths of 10 and 20 packet, respectively. No significant
difference in the performance of either the Djikstra or the
Heritsch prctoccis was found as a result of increasing the
length of the user messages. Jlean packet values of 1, 3.5
and 7.5 were also i.iy estigated but are not presented here
since the results obtained do iDt differ substantially from
those mentioned above.
B. SYNOPSIS OF RESULTS
It is not possible to conclude that a particular
Distributed Routing Protocol (Djikstra or Heritsch) exhibits
better overall performance characteristics than the other.
Each algorithm has advantages and disadvantages which must
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be considered on ths basis of the network in which the
protocol is to be implemented. Certainly, if optimal
routing is a priority of tha network, than the Djikstra
algorithm is superior. Howevsr, if non-optimal routing is
acceptable and complexity of -erminal eguipment is a
consideration then the Herit=ch algorithm has distinct
advantages if implsmanted asynctironously.
The final conclusion of tai= study is that the length of
user messages does Qot degrade the performance of either
protocol much when the average number of packets en~aring
the network per unit of time is relatively constant. Thus
the intsrspersion of long and short user messages is not a
factor in tha design of a packet switching network.
Lastly, i"£ appears in the context of the NTDS
communications network that th= Djikstra algorithm is the
protocol of choice should the NTDS be converted to a packet
switching network. While the asynchronous advantages of the
Heritsch algorithm appear desirable for this application,
the increasing amouat of information the NTDS is being
required to throughput, points to the adoption of a protocol
which requires a niiimum of network capacity to operate.
Additionally, since anirs of the fleet ace not constrained
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by the size and complexity of ths terminal equipment which
is required to maintain a synchronized necwork (as compared
to a man-pack versioQ of a pai^lcet switchinq network) the





AVERAGE DELAY PER PACKET
The unit of measure used in this study to compare the
relative performance of routing protocols in a given network
is the average delay per packst (Tp ) . The derivation of
the relation of this aeasure to the link atilizat.ion factors
of the network is provided hers and is based upon material
presented in Gross aad Harris ' Ref . 5]. and
Kleinrock [ Pef • 6].
One of the basi::; pararaetars in queuing theory is the
utilization factor (?) which is defined as the average
arrival rate of customer (eg. packets ana updates) at a
service center (^eg. link) multiplied by the average time
required to service (ag. transnit) the customer. In general
this is expressed as
p = Ix (A-1)
where
1 = the average arrival rate of the customers
X = the average time required to service a
a cusTiomer
For this derivation the subscripts p and u are used to
indicate that a particular variable is referred to packets
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or updates respectively. Thus the utilization factor for
packets over the i-th link is* expressed as
where
P . = 1 . X . (a-2)pi pi pi
1 = the average niinbs- of oackets per second
pi arriving for trinsmission over a link.
For an M/M/1 queas, the tsrm XpC can be replaced by the
term 1 / uC'^ , where a represents the percentage of a packet
which is represented by 1 bit (ie. 1 / a represents the
length of a packet in bi-s) ani Ci is tha number of bits
per seconi which can be ssrvicei by the i-th link. Equaiion
(A-2) can then be rewrittan as
1
p . = --;--- (A-3)
pi uC.
1
Moreover, for M/M/1 systems (ia. a systsm with customers
arriving at an exponentially distributed rate and the
service time per customer is exponentially distributed) the
expected time a packet spends in the i-th link's queue











and the expected delay fDr the delivery of a packet over a
link is
1
W = W f
pi qpi jC.
(A-5)
which is t o say that the expected delivery delay for a
packet is the sum of the expected time the packet spenr in
the service queue plus the tlie required to service the
packet.
The assumption is lade for the remainder of the
deriva-ion that Equation (A-i*) will provide a fair
representation of th= expected ielay time for a packet when
the service tims per packst is fixed instead of
probabilistic in its nature. riowever, since two types of
messages (updates and packetsi with different fixed service
times are allowed to entsr a link, the time available for
the link to servics packets is reduced by the amount of time
the link is busy servicing updates. Thus Equation (A-U)
must still be modifiad to reflsot the system perturbation
due to the loss of available paoket service time.
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Consider the case where Kul is the time required to
service an update msssage and tu.t is tha interval between
the arrival of update lessagss at the i-th link. The
arrival rate of updites ac ths link (lu-L) is equal to
(1 /
-U.L ) • CJsing Equation (A-2) , modified to reflect its








The fundamental interpretation of the term \iC i in
Equation (A-4) is tae maxiaua average number of packets
which can be transuLttsi per second over the i-th link.
Only a fraction ( (tn,^ " Xy__^ )/ t^^ ) of the time is
available for packets, however, when updates must also be
transmitted. Accordiagly, we ui=t reduce jC- by the facxor
X
ui
1 - = 1 - p (A-7)
t 11
ui
which is eqijivalent to reducing u to u', where




Replacing u with a* in Equation (A-U) , a new expression




/(u:. (1 - p .))
pi 1 Ul
uC. ( 1 - p
.





From Kleinrock, ^ Ref . 6]. the average packet ielay





g = avera ge total number of packets
per second snterinq the
k =
p.atwork
number of links in the network
Substituting Equation (A-5| into equation (A-10) the





/(uC. (1 - p ,)) 1pi pi L Ul p:
+
uC ( 1 - p ) - 1 uC
i ui pi :

















Equation (A-12) repceseats a method of relating the
network capacity whi^li is utilizad by a routing protocol and
the traffic loading level of the network to the average
packet delay. FDr the simulation work presented in this
study the utilization factors (p^^ and Pp^. ) were measured
directly and the netrf^rk loading (g) was an input parameter
to the simulation-
The reader shDull note that Equation (A-12) is valid
only for comparing the perforiaiioe of protocols and not for





Fig. B.1. The 5/10 Network
Fig. B.2. Ths 10/20 Network
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Fig. B.3. The 15/30 Network
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LISTING OF ARRAJfS USED IN THE SIHOLATION PROGRAMS
Arrays common to all programs:
1 - dimensional arrays
FAM.OF.GRP (ao.of nodes + groups + 25)
1st -- program ID of the i-th group
HISTOGRAM (ID)
1st -- no. of lirAs with utilization
factor = i/10
PKT.QO.DISTR (1030)
1st. -- number o£ times packet queue size
aP.QO.DISTR (1000)
1st — number of imes upaate queue size = i
2 - dimensional arrays
CLOCK. DATA (10 * no. of nodes, 2)
1st -- number of aops = N
2nd -- 1 = net tiie for all packets hoppina
M lodes
2 = highest individual trip time for
a ^ hop packet
125

HOP.COUNT (10 * no. of iDdes, 2)
1st -- number of iops = N
2nd -- 1 = lot a32d
2 = no. of packets hopping 21 nodes
LINK. ABLE (nD.of links, 2)
1st -- Link number
2nd -- 1 = first end node




( selectedlinks to be sampled, 2)
sample link ID number
1 = ' from' node ID
2 = ' to* nDie ID
TRACER (estimate of tha maximum number of
messages, 2)
1st -- message nunbsr
2nd -- 1 = number of packets in the message
2 = number of packets of the message
tfhich reach their destination
UP.SMP.SEI (selected links to be sampled, 2)
1st -- sample link ID number
2nd -- 1 = • from' node ID
2 = • to* node ID
125

3 - dimensional arrays
BEST. PATH (no. of nodas groups, no. of nodes
+ groups, 4)
^sz -- 'froni' nods, group or family ID
2nd -- 'to' node, group or family ID




2 = channel value' throuah'ths curren'
best path neighbor
3 = best pith neighbor to be adopted
iuring next update cycle
% = channel value to best path
neighbor which will be adopted
luring next update cycle
LINK. MONITOR 12 * no.DL links, 2 * no. of links, 6)
1st -- 'from* node ID
2nd -- 'to' node ED
3rd -- 1 = link status (idle/busy)
2 = current packet queue of link
3 = max packet queue thus far
% - current update queue of link
5 = aax apiate queue thus far
5 = no. or oackets in queue at the
3 inflation hair
NEIGHBOR. LIST (no. of aodes, max links per node, 3)
1st -- i-th node ID
2nd --ID number ^f link
3rd -- 1 = neighbor node ID
2 = link sta-^us (idle/busy)
3 = channel value from node to neighbor
127

U " dimensional acray
LINK, TIMER (2,2* no. of links, 2 * no. of links,
1st -- 1 = packst
2 = update
2nd -- sending noie ID
3rd -- receiving node ID
Uth -- 1 = start time for busy link
2 = srop rLme for busy link
3 = cummalative time link is busy
4 = cummalitive time link busy up to
sinulation half
Additional arrays for Djiksta algorithm:
2 - dimensional arrays
ADDRESS. LIST (no. of nDdss, no. of nodes)
1st -- sending v.oIb ID
2nd -- iestinatioa node ID
ADD. RESS. LIST (no. of iDdes, no. of nodes)
1st -- sending nois ID
2nd -- iestinatioi node ID
DJIKSTRA.SArRIX fno.Df nodes, no. of nodes)
1st -- sanding aoiB ID
2nd -- iesxinatioi node ID
PATH. AVAIL (no. of nDdas, no. of nodes)
1st -- sending nDia ID








































- t ransmit. p=rcsnt ( )
- receive, percent ( )
grouo ( )
"
- family ( )
- ip.date.oeciod
- p rocess ill g. time
- pkt.xmn. ti]»e
- t ime, limit
- window ( fDr channel value )
- in. group - in. family
- prnt
- sniD. Links - no.of. samples
- Links
- max. links. per. node




4itM»i*il4iilt4ttlf#itU#Htttt# NEW SIMULATICN Hit»lt444UltiHtft»»tt»iiJtif»»
fAX.FKTS.PER.MSG = 10. CO
PKTS.FER.SEC.AVE = 15C.00
— UTILIZATION FACTOR — PKTS IN PKTS IN WAIT TIME




PACKET UPDATE TOTAL HALF END
2 .616656 .04451S .661177 C 2 1.791Z69
2/ 1 .566655 .046663 .613318 10 1.437c93
1/ 3 .6C6655 .047601 .654255 6 13 1.724311
3/ 1 .5A2331 .045593 .588924 1 14 1.295773
1/ 4 .6C<;99S .045454 .655453 4 1.741389
4/ 1 .569S9A .045723 .615717 1 .455954
1/ 5 .54<;<;87 .045596 .595563 1.333o7o
5/ 1 .649S81 .046126 .696107 C 2.1Q7410
2/ 3 .6C6654 .045332 .651966 11 1.714382
3/ 2 .622334 .047988 .671322 3 1.865066
2/ 4 .656654 .045329 .701983 4 14 2.172235
4/ 2 .579S9C .047192 .627162 3 10 1.5269c5
2/ 5 .543325 .046062 .589987 12 1.296543
5/ 2 .593328 .047728 .641056 1.C23242
3/ 4 .579999 ,C475c6 .627565 16 1.528421
4/ 3 .639987 .049457 .689444 7 2.027481
3/ 5 .546652 .047190 .593843 14 5 1.318638
5/ 3 .666646 .050806 .717454 6 2.323752
A/ 5 .579986 .047987 .627975 15 5 1.529767
5/ 4 .639984 .047727 .687710 12 4 2.017254
AVE.P .FLGW = .5S849C
AVE.U .FL CW = .C46912
AVE.NETW CRK.FLCW = .645403
GEN.CCUNT = 4421
OESl. COUNT = 4314
TRANS IT, TIVE = 3051.942139
STRANCED .WAIT = 49.100677
T.IN, LINK = .401688
O.IN. LIN K = IC .718658
CHECK .OELAV = .703950
AVE. DELAY. PER. PKT .225555
RATIO .STRANCEC = .024803
PKTS IN CUELE /ST HALF = 98
PKTS IN CU5UE AT ENC = 93




. .3C - .40
.4C - .50
.50 - .60 4 .
.6C - .70 14
.7C - .80 2
.8C - .90
























DELAY : HERITSCH RLGORITHM ; SYNCHRONOUS
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50 ICO 150 200 250
AVE NUMBER OF PACKETS PER SECOND
300 350
Fig. F.I. Dslay: Heritscti (synch). Network 5/10
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DELRY : HERITSCH ALGORITHM ; SYNCHRONOUS




























O-' 1 f 1 ' '
50 100 ISO 2C0 250 300
nvE NUMBER or PACKETS PER SECOND
350 400
Fig. F.2. Delay: Herits^h (synch), network 10/20
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DELAY : HlRITSCH .RLGORITHM ; SYNCHRONOUS
NODES - 15, LINKS - 30
-iSO
AVE NUrBER OP PRCKETS PER SECOND
Fig. ?-3. Delay: Herits::^ (synch), Nstwork 15/30
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DELAY : HERITSCH RLGORITHM ; SYNCHRONOUS
NODES - 20, LINKS - -^0
300 350 -.CO
nVE NUMBER OF PRCKETS PER SECOND
soo
Fig. F-U. Delay: Heritsch (synch). Network 20/40
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-iRITSC-i r^G:=?ITHM : R5YNCHRQNCUS
NClE:S - 10, LINKS - 20
:S0 zoo 250 3C0
flvc NiiHSER or phcke:t5 per second
Fig. F.5- Delay: Hecitscli (synrh) , Network 10/20 (2 groups)
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DELAY : HERiTSCH r^GC^ITn:i ; PSYNCHRGMCUS
NCnCS - 15, Ll\<S - 30
;. 'J ISO 3C3 350
HVE NUMBER or PRCKlTS PER SECOND
^50
Fig. F.6. Delay: Hecitscti (syn-h) , Network 15/30 (3 groups)
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ZZLnX : M-:=::T5CH RLSCRIInil ; SYNCH : GROUP
noglS - 10, Li;^:<s - 20
150 2Ca 250
RVC N'J'-'r-IR QP FRCKlTS PER SECOND
350
Fig. P. 7. Delay: Heritsch (asynch) , Nstwork 10/20
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CDwRY : hE:R;TSCH PLGGRITHM ; SYNCH : GROUP
NOCCS - 15, LINKS - 30
:50 ;:d 250 300 350
rve: \l:-'3lR or packets pcr second
4.00
Fig. F.8. Delay: Heritsch (asynch) , Network 15/30
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OELfiY : OJIKSTRB RLGGRITHri ; SYNCHRONOUS
N0CE5 - 5, LINKS - 10
T
100 150 2C0 2S0
AVE NUr-'fjER or PACKETS PER SECOND
300 350
Fig. F.9. Delay: Djitstra, Network 5/10
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DELfiY : DJlKSTRfl RLGGRITHM ; SYNCHRONOUS



























Fig. F.10. Delay: Djifestra, NetwDck 10/20
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Fig. ?.11. Delay: Djiicstra, Netnork 15/30
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L?=^Y : DJlKSTRFi R:_33RIT-M ; SYNCHRONOUS
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UTILIZATION FACTOR : HERITSCH ALGORITHM ; SYNCHRONOUS
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UTILIZATION FACTOR : HERITSCH ALGORITHM
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UTILIZRTION PflCTOR : HERITSCH ALGORITHM ; SYNCHRONCUS
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UTILIZATION FRCTOR : HERITSCH ALGORITHM ; SYNCHRONOUS
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UTILIZATION PRCTOR : HERIT5CH ALGORITHM
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UTILIZRTION FRCTQR : HERIT5CH RLGORITHM ; SYNCH : GROUPS
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UTILIZATION FRCTOR : HERIT5CH P.LGCRITHM ; RSYNCHRONOUS
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UTILIZATION PRCTOR : HERITSCH RLGORITHM
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UTILIZATION FRCTOR : OJiKSTRfl RLGORITHM
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AVE NUMBER OF PACKETS PER SECOND
300 350
Fig. F. 2 1. Otilizatiott Fa^tDr: Djikstra, Network 5/10
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UTILIZATION FACTOR : DJIKSTRA ALGORITHM
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AVE NUMBER OF PACKETS PER SECOND
400 -550
Fig. F.22. Utilization Factor: Djikstra, Network 10/20
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UTILIZATION FACTOR : DJIKSTRR ALGORITHM
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Fig. F.23, Otilization Factor: Djikstra, Network 15/30
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UTILIZATION FRCTOR : DJIKSTRfl ALGORITHM
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